ABSTRACT The majority of the DNA prepared from tailless capsids of bacteriophage P2 by the phenol extraction procedure consists of monomeric rings that have their cohesive ends joined. Electron microscopic and ultracentrifugal studies indicate that these molecules have a complex structure that is topologically knotted; they have a more compact appearance and a higher sedimentation coefficient when compared with regular nicked P2 DNA rings. Linearization of these rings by thermal dissociation or repair of the cohesive ends by DNA polymerase I in the presence ofall four deoxynucleoside triphosphates gives molecules that are indistinguishable from normal P2 DNA that has been similarly treated. The knotted nature of the majority of P2 head DNA is further supported by analyzing the products when these molecules are treated with ligase and the ligase-treated molecules are subsequently nicked randomly with DNase I. The data are consistent with the notion that, if such a molecule is first converted to a form that contains only one single-chain scission per molecule, strand separation gives a linear strand and a highly knotted singlestranded ring. The results suggest that the DNA packaged in tailless P2 capsids is arranged in a way that leads to the formation of a complex knot when the ends join. In an intact phage particle, the anchoring of one terminus of the DNA to the head-proximal end of the tail [Chattoraj, D. K. & Inman, R. B. (1974) J. MoL BioL 87, 11-22] presumably diminishes or prevents this kind ofjoining. The novel knotted DNA can be used to assay type II DNA topoisomerases that break and rejoin DNA in a double-stranded fashion.
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Mature P2 phage DNA consists of double-stranded molecules 33 kilobases long (1, 2) with 19-base cohesive ends (3, 4) that allow the formation of circular and concatemeric molecules in solution (1, 2) . P2 phage preparations typically contain equal proportions of viable phage particles and tailless DNA-containing capsids (heads) (5) . The two cohesive ends of the P2 DNA in the mature phage are not hydrogen bonded and are asymmetrically oriented with the left end anchored on the headproximal end ofthe tail (6) . When DNA is extracted from a concentrated preparation of mature P2 phage, a viscous solution is obtained, due to the formation of hydrogen-bonded concatemers via pairing of the cohesive ends (1). We observed, however, that DNA extracted from concentrated P2 heads is much less viscous than the corresponding DNA from mature phage particles. In this communication, we present evidence that the DNA from tailless capsids (henceforth referred to as head DNA) represents a novel class of topological isomers of hydrogenbonded monomeric circular P2 DNA. The apparent low viscosity ofhead DNA relative to that of DNA from mature phages (henceforth referred to as phage DNA) is due to the presence of complex topological knots.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacteria and Bacteriophages. Escherichia coli C strains Cla (7) and C-520 (8) , carrying the amber suppressor supD, were used as hosts to grow stocks of phage P2. The phage used were the clear plaque mutant P2 yirl (9); the temperature-sensitive head-finishing mutant P2 vir22 Lts37, which carries a 1.5-kilobase deletion (10) (11) (12) ; and the lysis-deficient amber mutant P2 virl aml2 (13). Phage stocks were prepared as described by Lengyel et aL (14) in LB broth (15)/2 mM MgCL2/0.5 mM CaCl2. The phage preparations were precipitated with 10% polyethylene glycol and then suspended in P buffer (14) and incubated at 370C for 30 min to digest free DNA. Thereafter, debris was removed by centrifugation (13). CsCl was added to a density of 1.42 g cm-', and the solution was centrifuged to sedimentation equilibrium (14) . Two bands, the denser one containing the tailless capsids and the lighter one containing the viable phage, were visible due to light scattering. Each band was collected separately by puncturing the side ofthe centrifuge tube with a syringe. The phage and capsids were then centrifuged separately to obtain higher purity and concentration. CsCl was removed from the purified phage by dialysis against P buffer. DNA Extraction. DNA was extracted from phage or heads atAaw = 5-15, using buffer-saturated phenol (16 (Fig. 3A) . The same treatment also converted all the fastmoving material of P2 head DNA (45 S) to the linear form (21 S) (Fig. 3B) . These results were also confirmed by electron microscopy. We thus conclude that the joining of the two cohesive ends is essential for the maintenance of the condensed structure and that the condensed structure is most likely a topological variant of hydrogen-bonded simple P2 DNA circle.
The Topology of the Condensed Form Is Complex Knots. All the results obtained so far for the condensed form ofP2 head DNA are consistent with the interpretation that the DNA is in a highly knotted topological state and that the circularity ofthe DNA maintains these complex knots. To confirm the knotted topology of the condensed form, we sealed its hybridized cohesive ends with DNA ligase and analyzed the products of random nicking with DNase I. After sealing the first nick of a P2 hybridized circle, a singly nicked circle is obtained, and sealing of the second nick gives covalently closed circular molecule. If singly nicked circular molecules are knotted, then alkaline sedimentation will show a band representing knotted singlestranded P2 DNA (23) . As expected, when ligase-treated P2 head DNA was sedimented in alkaline 3 M CsCl, four major components were observed (Fig. 4) . The slowest peak (=24 S) represents monomeric linear and circular single-stranded DNAs, which separate from one another after further sedimentation. A peak that sediments at =93 S represents covalently closed double-stranded molecules (22) . A broad peak at -125 S and the remaining peak at w45. S most likely represents knotted double-stranded circles and knotted single-stranded circles, respectively.
If our interpretation of the alkaline sedimentation pattern is accurate, then the disappearance of the fastest sedimenting form (125 S, knotted duplex rings) by nicking with DNase I should follow one-hit kinetics. The kinetics for the disappearance of the 45S species (knotted single-stranded rings) during the course ofdigestion with DNase I would, however, be more complex as, in the initial phase of DNase I treatment, this species would be generated by the nicking ofthe 125S form. If, on the other hand, the fastest sedimenting peak represents unknotted molecules-that are highly supercoiled, these would immediately assume the unknotted nicked circular form after the first nick is made, and denaturation will give a single-stranded circular monomer and a single-stranded unknotted circle. To test our model, we added DNase I to the ligase-treated head DNA and removed samples at various times for alkaline sedimentation, analysis (Fig. 5) . The fastest sedimenting form disappeared with a half-time of w1 min. In contrast, the putative single-stranded knotted circular form (45 S) did not decrease at all in the first several minutes. It started to disappear only when the double-stranded knotted molecules (125 S) had nearly disappeared (Fig. 5) Fig. 3 ). The relative amount of each DNA form was estimated from the areas under each peak. o, Double-stranded knotted DNA (125 S); *e single-stranded knotted DNA (45 S).
phage DNA knotted by E. coli DNA topoisomerase I (23) . DNA with the most complex knots produced by topoisomerase treatment sedimented not faster than 1.5 times the rate of the unknotted form (23) . In contrast, the knotted P2 head DNA sedimented about twice as fast as the unknotted form, both in neutral 3M CsCl (45 S vs. 21 S) and in alkaline 3M CsCl (45 S vs. 24 S). The complexity of the topological knots, however, does not seem to be reflected by the electron micrographs. We believe that the central dark region represents very complex overlapping of DNA double-strands, due to knotting. This is consistent with the result of the contour length measurements, which show that the central dark spot contains 20% of the total DNA. Such a looped structure with central overlapping might result from the spreading force during DNA fixation for electron microscopy (20) . Alternatively, the highly knotted topology might induce structural changes of the DNA to give a compact core of yet unknown nature.
Origin of the Knots. The fact that P2 head DNA contains circular knotted molecules indicates that, in a P2 head, the cohesive ends either are free to join or are in close proximity, so that their joining occurs rapidly on disruption of the capsids by phenol. In either case, the complexity of the knots must reflect the way the DNA is packaged in the phage head. DNA in phage heads is currently thought to be arranged as-in a spool ofthread (24) (25) (26) , and the position of the DNA ends has not been established. The ends may not have a fixed position and may meet and hybridize after a random walk that occurs after packaging is complete. Although random cyclization of P2 DNA has been calculated to produce only =28% knotted rings with low complexities (27) , random cyclization ofP2 DNA in the phage capsid may produce more knotted rings with high complexity, due to the confined space. It is also possible that the topology of the knots observed bears little relationship to the DNA topology in the capsid. The knots may be generated as a result ofrandom diffusion and subsequent joining of the cohesive ends during or shortly after disruption of the phage heads by phenol, while DNA is decondensing.
The lack of knots in DNA from mature phage is not surprising. After the tail is joined to the head, a unique end ofthe DNA can be crosslinked to the head-proximal end of the phage tail (6) , indicating that at least one DNA end has a fixed position in mature phage. The fixation of one DNA end to the phage collar presumably accounts for the lack ofcircularization ofDNA in mature phage.
A Substrate for Type II Topoisomerase. Highly knotted DNA is a convenient substrate for studies of type II DNA topoisomerases (28) . These enzymes catalyze the breakage and rejoining of DNA backbone bonds in a double-stranded fashion to permit the passage of one double-stranded DNA segment (1981) through another (28) (29) (30) . As a result, knotted duplex DNA rings can be converted to rings without knots by these enzymes (28, 30) . We. have demonstrated that the complex knots of P2 head DNA are quickly removed by type II DNA topoisomerases (31) . The type I DNA topoisomerases, whether from eukaryotic or prokaryotic sources, do.not change the knotted topology of P2 head DNA efficiently although, with the prokaryotic.enzymes, some unknotting is detectable ifthe DNAis first nicked with DNase 1 (32, 33) .
The most convenient source of substrate for the assay oftype II DNA topoisomerases appears to be the DNA extracted from the heads of satellite phage P4. P4 DNA contains only 11 kilobases (34) and has the samecohesive ends as P2 (35) . More than 95% ofthe DNA from P4heads is highly knotted. P4 head DNA has been used successfully as a substrate for assaying eukaryotic type II topoisomerase in crude cell extracts containing excess type I DNA topoisomerase (33) .
